We present a model development framework and numerical solution approach to the general problem-class of packing convex objects into optimized convex containers. Specifically, here we discuss the problem of packing ovals (egg-shaped objects, defined here as generalized ellipses) into optimized regular polygons in ℝ 2 . Our solution strategy is based on the use of embedded Lagrange multipliers, followed by nonlinear (global-local) optimization. The numerical results are attained using randomized starting solutions refined by a single call to a local optimization solver. We obtain credible, tight packings for packing 4 to 10 ovals into regular polygons with 3 to 10 sides in all (224) test problems presented here, and for other similarly difficult packing problems.
Introduction
The efficient packing, arrangement, or configuration design of objects is required across a vast range of engineering and scientific applications. Industrial engineering (IE) and operations research (OR) applications include facility layout design, cutting stock problems in various contexts (e.g., in the glass, metal, paper, textile, and wood industries), and the packing arrangement of solid objects for storage or transportation. A perfunctory web search for the key words "packing problems" returns more than 150,000 results (as of November 2018). Therefore here we only refer to a relatively small selection of works that present, review and discuss IE/OR packing methods and applications: consult e.g., Dowsland and Dowsland (1992) , Lodi et al. (2002) , Pisinger and Sigurd (2007) , Bennell and Oliveira (2008) , Castillo et al. (2008) , Hifi and M'Hallah (2009) , Bennell et al. (2010) , Chernov et al. (2010) , López and Beasley (2011), Fasano (2014) , Fasano and Pintér (2015) , Alt (2016) , Anjos and Vieira (2017) , with many topical references. Let us add that e.g., information theory and error-correcting codes (Conway, 1995; Shannon, 1948) , number theory, approximation theory, algebra, and theoretical physics (Cohn, 2010) , and the design of experiments (Kleijnen, 2015) are further important application areas.
As stated by Saunders (2017) in his anniversary review article, Thompson's classical work (1917) has stood at the forefront of our understanding of the development of biological form for the past century. Studies in computational physics, chemistry and biology often search for optimized object configurations. The number of web references related to these topics is in the range of millions: here we refer only to a small selection of books by Jensen (2007) , Landau et al. (2012) , Newman (2012) , Kellis (2016), and O'Neil (2017) .
To give a few concrete examples, object packing studies in the sciences are related, e.g., to the structural analysis of liquids, crystals, and glasses (Bernal, 1959) ; the flow and compression of granular materials (Edwards, 1994; Nagel, 1992, 1996) ; the design of high-density ceramic materials and the formation and growth of crystals (Cheng et al., 1999; Rintoul and Torquato, 1996) ; the thermodynamics of liquid to crystal transition (Alder and Wainwright, 1957; Chaikin, 2000; Pusey, 1991) ; and the chromosome organization in human cell nuclei (Uhler and Wright, 2013) .
The paradigm packing objects efficiently leads to interesting model development and (often) hard optimization challenges. A packing configuration can be formally defined as a non-overlapping arrangement of a given collection of objects inside a chosen type(s) of container(s). Packings can be optimized according to some appropriately selected criterion, such as the area or volume of the container or the packing fraction (defined as the fraction of the container area/volume covered by the packed objects). The convexity of the packed objects and/or of the container is often postulated, noting that such problems typically still require non-convex continuous and/or combinatorial optimization approaches.
To start with a seemingly "easy" case, packing identical circles has received considerable attention. Research on packing identical circles frequently aims at proving the optimality of the configurations found, either theoretically or with the help of rigorous computational techniques. Provably optimal configurations, with the exception of certain special cases, are available only for a few tens of circles; best-known results are available for packing up to 2,600 identical circles in a circle and 10,000 identical circles in a square. For further details and references, consult e.g., Szabó et al. (2007) or Specht (2018) .
The general circle packing problem -considered for a given set of circles with (in principle) arbitrary size -is a substantial generalization of the case with identical circles. In full generality, provably optimal configurations are available only for models with ≤ 4 circles. Therefore, studies dealing with such problems introduce and apply efficient generic or tailored global scope numerical solution strategies, but without the ability to prove the optimality of the results obtained. We refer to Castillo et al. (2008) and to Hifi and M'Hallah (2009) for reviews of both uniform and arbitrary sized circle packings and their applications. More recently, Pintér et al. (2017) present numerical results for general sphere packings in 2, 3, 4, 5 dimensions with up to 50 spheres.
Compared to circle packings, ellipse packing problems have received relatively little attention in the literature. Finding high quality, globally optimized packings of ellipses with arbitrary size and orientation is a hard computational problem. The key challenge is the modeling and enforcement of the non-overlapping constraints as a function of ellipse center locations and orientations. Galiev and Lisafina (2013) studied of ellipse packing problems assuming identical ellipses, orthogonally oriented inside a rectangular container. Uhler and Wright (2013) relax these assumptions, and propose a model that minimizes a measure of overlap between ellipses (while overlaps still remain possible). Kallrath (2017) extends the work presented in Kallrath and Rebennack (2014) to pack non-overlapping ellipses of arbitrary size and orientation into optimized rectangular containers: the key modeling idea is to use separating lines to ensure that the ellipses do not overlap with each other. Birgin et al. (2017) extend the work presented in Birgin et al. (2016) for packing arbitrary ellipses in convex containers: they propose a multi-start strategy combined with starting guesses and a local optimization solver, in order to find good quality packings with up to 1000 ellipsoids. We will refer to our related previous work in Section 3, while extending that work for the more general problem-class studied here. Despite the substantial amount of research effort highlighted above, it is evident that packing relatively "simple" objects such as circles or ellipses into "simple" (circular, rectangular) containers already leads to modeling and optimization challenges.
In this article, we concentrate on model development and numerical solution approaches to the problem of packing more general convex objects using a unified, flexible, accurate, and efficient framework. Our model development relies on representing the objects to be packed by a general convex set-type known as ovals or eggs. (In common English, the term oval is used for any shape which reminds one of an egg.) We will give a formal definition of eggs, noting that -according to our definition -circles and ellipses are special cases of eggs. To further enhance the flexibility of our modeling framework, we consider optimized regular polygons as container sets.
To our best knowledge, there are no previous studies related to the general problem-class studied here. Following this introduction, we define and discuss eggs in Section 2. The optimization model development framework is presented in Section 3. Illustrative numerical results and their analysis are described in Section 4. The conclusions (Section 5) are followed by a fairly extensive list of references.
Eggs: General Definition and Some Special Cases
Perhaps surprisingly, there is no unique definition of ovals, egg shaped curves or bodies. Consult e.g. the topical webpages of Köller (2018) and Yamamoto (2018) for related discussions and a number of alternative definitions.
Citing the "oval" entry of Wikipedia (2018) , oval commonly means a shape like an egg or an ellipse. It can be also used to refer to a "stadium" shape defined by two semicircles joined by a rectangle. Sometimes, it can even refer to a rectangle with rounded corners. The general term oval is used also to describe certain non-convex objects such as the lemniscate of Bernoulli, or Cassini ovals.
In this work, we define the contour of an egg curve in ℝ 2 that follows the equation
In (1), ( , ) is the location of a point on the egg contour curve in ℝ 2 , > 0 and > 0 are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of this curve,  2 is an even integer, and  0 is the distortion factor. An egg can be defined with arbitrary size and orientation parameters, noting that -in the case studied here -the size and distortion factors are limited in order to maintain the egg's convexity. The four images displayed in Figure 1 illustrate the modeling flexibility offered by eggs defined in the form of equation (1), for several settings of the parameters , , , and . For example, the setting = , = 2, = 0 results in a circle; and the (general) pair of , with p = 2, t = 0 results in an ellipse. Setting = 2 leads to ovals which become more asymmetrical and "pointed" as t increases. Setting = 4 leads to "stadium" like objects, and so on. Our modeling and solution approach is based on extending the use of embedded Lagrange multipliers to the case of egg objects studied here. Embedded Lagrange multipliers were introduced to pack ellipses inside optimized circular containers in Kampas et al. (2017) , and to pack ellipses inside optimized regular polygons in Kampas et al. (2018) .
Here we also use an optimized regular polygon as the container set. The extension from ellipses to eggs is, however, not trivial. Our objective is to minimize the area of the regular polygon that contains a given collection of eggs with arbitrary size and orientation.
The input data to such an optimization problem instance are defined by the number of sides for the container, and the parameters (semi-major, semi-minor axes, exponent and distortion factor) of the eggs to be packed.
The primary decision variables are the polygon's apothem, and the centre position and orientation of each of the packed eggs. (Recall that the apothem of a regular polygon is a line segment from the polygon's center to the midpoint of one of its sides.)
There are two sets of secondary variables. The first set consists of the positions of the distance maximizing lines pointing from each egg boundary to the center of each of the polygon faces. The second set is given by the positions of the points on one of each pair of eggs which minimizes the value of the equation describing the other egg.
The secondary variables are used to define the model constraints. The first set is used to represent the constraints that keep the eggs inside the container. The second set is used to prevent the eggs from overlapping. These constraint sets are generated by embedded Lagrange multiplier conditions. In our optimization strategy, the calculations for finding the polygon's apothem and for preventing egg overlaps proceed simultaneously, rather than being performed to completion at each step towards the minimization of the polygon area.
Denote by the number of polygon sides, and by the -polygon's apothem: the area of this polygon equals • 2 • tan( ⁄ ). Since is an input parameter to the optimization problem instance, minimizing the apothem is equivalent to minimizing the area of the regular -polygon. Equation ( , , , , , , ; , ) displayed below defines an egg with its given input parameters -semi-major and semi-minor axes and , exponent , and distortion factor -centered at { , }, and rotated counterclockwise by angle . Recall that ( , ) and are the primary decision variables for each egg.
( , , , , , , ; , )
where = cos( ) ( − ) + sin( ) ( − ).
The value of ( , , , , , , ; , ) is negative for all points ( , ) located inside the egg, zero for all points on the egg boundary, and positive for all points outside the egg.
We will assume (postulate) that the optimized polygon container is centered at the origin. Consider now the line • + • = that embeds one of the sides of the polygon. The slope of this line is −( ⁄ ). If ( , ) is a unit vector so that 2 + 2 = 1, then the point on the line closest to the origin is • ( , ). The slope of the line to that point is ⁄ : hence, the line from the origin to the closest point on • + • = is perpendicular to it.
As mentioned above, the first set of constraints is used to keep the eggs inside the container. We find the maximum value of , denoted by max , for which the side of the polygon intersects the egg. Our -polygon derivation follows the first order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions described by Kallrath and Rebennack (2014) for a rectangular container. For the egg to be contained inside the polygon, all sides • + • must be less than or equal to this maximum value. Consider the following equation using as the maximizing embedded Lagrange multiplier.
• + • = • ( , , , , , , ; , ).
Differentiating equation (3) with respect to , , and , we can numerically obtain the maximum value max in the direction ( , ).
For example, consider the line defined by + = 1 and the egg defined by (1/2, 1/3,2,0,0,0,1/2; , ) . The maximum value in the direction ( , ) is max = 0.2444 with ( , ) = (0.4000,0.2914): this value can be found by numerically solving equation (3). Figure 2 shows the corresponding line-egg configuration. Based on the above, the condition of containing a given egg inside the polygon can be described by the relation ≥ max ( , , , , , , ; , ) .
This constraint will be used in our optimization framework, for all sides of the regular polygon which, of course, share the same apothem distance . Thus, for a regular polygon with sides, the points ( , ) that define the unit vectors for each apothem are given by
Proceeding next towards preventing egg overlaps, it is useful to determine equations for the derivatives of the egg equation with respect to and . For a given set of values ( , , , , , , ) we can denote ( , , , , , , ; , ) simply as ( , ): then these derivatives are
where
All pairs of packed eggs are prevented from overlapping by requiring that the minimum value of the egg equation for egg for any point on egg has to be greater than a sufficiently small parameter ≥ 0. This requirement will be met by using embedded Lagrange multiplier conditions.
The equations shown below determine the point on egg that maximizes or minimizes the value of the function describing egg . In the case considered here, must be negative to obtain the minimum. During optimization, this requirement with respect to the sign of will be enforced by setting its search bounds. 
• ( , ) ( , , , , , , ; , ).
Let us note that at the point on egg that minimizes or maximizes the value of the function describing egg , the slope of egg curve equals the slope of egg curve . To give another example, consider two eggs defined by (3/4,1,2,1/2, −1/2,0,0; , ) and (1/3,1/2,2,0,3/4,0,1/2; , ). The overlap indicator value between the eggs is 0.5696 with ( , ) = (0.3745,0.1004): again, this value can be found by solving the set of equations (10) for and . Figure 4 shows the resulting (non-overlapping eggs) configuration. In our optimization framework, , denote the Lagrange multipliers appearing in the equations to find the point ( , , , ) on egg that minimizes the value of the equation describing egg . This calculation is restricted to minimization by requiring that the value of , is negative. Finally, we state constraints to prevent egg from overlapping with egg , by requiring that the minimal value of the equation describing egg at the minimizing point on egg is at least .
Summarizing the model components and development steps discussed above, we present the following model-class for packing egg-shaped objects (ovals) in an optimized regular -polygon. In model (12) and are lower and upper bounds for the egg center positions: these bounds can be chosen appropriately for each egg packing model instance, in order to facilitate the finding of feasible solutions.
We close this section by noting that the embedded Lagrange multiplier conditions used require that the value of the function describing one egg is always greater than (or less than) 0 on all points on the other egg (or line), to ensure that eggs do not overlap with other eggs and that they are located within the polygon container. Analogous conditions are applicable to any convex curve described by a function which is always positive for points outside the curve: thus our approach can be applied also to packing rounded polygons.
Illustrative Numerical Results
We used a PC running under Windows 7, with an Intel Core i5 processor running at 2.6 GHz, with 16 GBytes of RAM, using Mathematica version 11. For the purposes of this study, we have implemented a rather efficient, but simple global-local optimization strategy based on multiple starting points. The numerical experiments are based on using a randomized starting solution used by a single call to the local nonlinear optimization solver Ipopt (2018) . While -similarly to all other researchers who address similarly (or even less) difficult general packing problems -we cannot guarantee the theoretical optimality of the configurations found, our computational results consistently lead to visibly good quality packings.
As we stated earlier, to our best knowledge, there are no previously studied model instances available for the general egg packing problem-class considered here. Hence, we created our own test models, by packing eggs of (in principle) arbitrary size and orientation. Table  1 Tables 2-9 summarize the computational results for a total of 224 egg packing problem instances solved. In these model instances, the number of egg objects is chosen as one of = 4, … ,10; the number of regular polygon container sides is chosen as one of = 3,4,5, and 10.
Given how difficult these problems are thought to be, we believe that the CPU times (ranging from seconds to several hours, see result tables) are reasonable for our entire range of parameter choices. Note that the result tables also include container area and packing fraction information. Several illustrative packing configurations are displayed in Figure 5 . (Similar figures are available, for all examples presented here.)
Considering Tables 2-7, we see that, on average, CPU time increases with the distortion factor (comparing, e.g., Tables 4-5 and 6-7). On average, CPU time also increases with the exponent (comparing Tables 2 and 8 ). We can also see that, on average, the packing fraction increases with the eccentricity (comparing, e.g., Tables 2 and 3 We received p-values (i.e., observed significance levels, cf. Black et al. (2014) ) below 0.0001 for all other input parameters. This finding indicates that we have very strong statistical evidence suggesting that the regression coefficients are different from zero. Figure 6 highlights the quality of our regression equation by depicting actual vs. predicted packing fractions.
To conclude the discussion of numerical results, we note that it is apparent that our globallocal optimization strategy could become prohibitively expensive for arbitrarily increasing size collections of eggs, particularly when the eggs are highly distorted and eccentric. Therefore we believe that large-scale problem instances open future research directions towards finding suitable heuristic approaches. Test case 3
Test case 4
Test case 5 Test case 6 Figure 5 . Packing configurations found for = 8 and = 5. 
Conclusions
The efficient packing, arrangement, or configuration design of objects is required across a vast range of engineering and scientific applications. In this work, we present a model development approach to the challenging problem of packing convex planar objects. Specifically, we introduce the general problem-class of packing eggs (defined here as exponentially distorted ellipses) into optimized regular polygons. The numerical solution approach is based on the use of embedded Lagrange multipliers. We produce credible packings for all test problems considered, at the expense of an overall reasonable computational effort. Our embedded Lagrange multipliers based modeling approach is applicable to objects defined by any convex curve described by a function which is always positive for points outside the curve. This observation can lead to model development and solution strategies to handle further very general packing problems. 
